
Letras Inglês students who feel they 

have difficulties with English grammar 

(levels 1-4) and Letrâs Inglês students 

who have been recommended by 

their teacher(s) to attend the lab

GRAMMAR 
LAB

WHO CAN ATTEND:

A place where Letras 

Inglês students can go 

and do grammar exercises 

from topics covered in 

English I-IV and receive 

feedback and tutoring 

from senior peers.

WHAT IS IT:

WHAT IS IT NOT:
 a substitute for regular 

English classes. A place for 

one-to-one tailored 

tutoring with diagnostic 

tests to give the student 

precise feedback on the 

areas he/she needs to 

improve on.



With the material on your hands, you have 

two options:

 

* Start doing the exercises in chronological 

order, starting from the first one and 

continuing towards the end without skipping 

any

 

* Browse through the exercises and identify 

the topics that you know you have difficulties 

with. This requires some self-awareness on 

your part but will be much more beneficial 

than blindly doing all the exercises. After all, 

who knows you better than yourself?

HOW TO 
ATTEND:

STEP TWO:
When you have corrected all the 

exercises, call back the monitor 

and ask for any clarifications you 

might have about a given answer. 

You can also always call for the 

monitor when you have doubts 

about the exercises. 

 

Just remember that the monitors 

are your peers, not professional 

grammar teachers! Whereas they 

will be able to tell you whether a 

given answer is right or wrong, 

they might not always be able to 

give you the grammatical 

explanation to it. 

 

Be curious and Google it yourself! 

😊

Head to room 516 (CCE-B, 5th floor) 

within the opening hours of the 

grammar lab. Have with you materials 

to take notes/write down the exercises 

(pen & paper, or a laptop).

Set yourself a goal of how many exercises 

you want to cover at this time. This can be a 

time-limit (ie., ‘I’ll do as many as I can in 30 

min’) or quantity-based (ie. ‘I’ll do two pages 

of exercises). Please notice that quality is 

more important than quantity. If you notice 

you’re getting distracted, it’s time to take a 

break.

STEP THREE:

When you finish the exercises you 

have set out to do, ask the answers 

from the monitor. Correct the exercises 

yourself.

STEP FOUR: 

STEP FIVE:

 STEP ONE

If you are taking English IV, for 

example, and are having some 

difficulties with grammar, most 

likely you should take a look at the 

Grammar folder for English III, even 

though you might also benefit from 

some grammar topics covered in 

more basic levels.

TIP 

Identify yourself with the monitor and 

ask to have a look at the material of the 

course you are interested in


